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0057 PORTION OF ASCENDING COLON WITH MORE NUMEROUS AND BETTER-MARKED FOLLICULAR ULCERATIONS. POWERS, WILLIAM PVT D 065 NY M W LEIDY, J. SEE MS 56-59. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0064 A PORTION OF THE DESCENDING COLON, CONSIDERABLY THICKENED, AND PRESENTING NUMEROUS FOLLICULAR ULCERS, VARYING IN SIZE FROM MERE POINTS TO THREE LINES IN DIAMETER. CRAMER, CHARLES PVT M W LEIDY, J. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0095 PORTION OF ILEUM TAKEN JUST ABOVE THE ILEO-COEcal VALVE, WITH ENLARGED SOLITARY FOLLICLES AND SLIGHTLY THICKENED PEYER'S PATCH - CAMP FEVER. STEARNS, GEORGE CPL H 009 WI M W LEIDY, J. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0098 PORTION OF ILEUM TAKEN JUST ABOVE THE ILEO-COEcal VALVE, WITH ENLARGED SOLITARY FOLLICLES AND SLIGHTLY THICKENED PEYER'S PATCH - CAMP FEVER. STEARNS, GEORGE
0113 PORTION OF THE ILEUM, TAKEN JUST ABOVE THE ILEO-COECAL VALVE, WITH A LARGE, MUCH THICKENED PEYER'S PATCH, IN WHICH ARE A NUMBER OF SMALL ULCERS. ALLEN, BENJAMIN PVT H 001 OH M W LEIDY, J. VOLS. TYPHOID, CIVIL WAR

0120 A PORTION OF THE ASCENDING COLON, THICKENED AND PRESENTING A NUMBER OF FOLLICULAR ULCERS. RYNDES, JAMES H 004 IA M W FRENCH, GEORGE CALVARY DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0121 A PORTION OF THE TRANSVERSE COLON, THICKENED AND PRESENTING A NUMBER OF FOLLICULAR ULCERS WITH SOME SMALL PATCHES OF ADHESIVE PSEUDOMEMBRANE. RYNDES, JAMES H. H 004 IA M W FRENCH, GEORGE CALVARY DIARRHEA, DYSENTERY, CIVIL WAR

0124 PORTION OF TRANSVERSE COLON, WITH PSEUDO-MEMBRANOUS PATCHES AND A FEW FOLLICULAR ULCERS. LEMON, BENJAMIN F. PVT G 093 IN M W FRENCH, GEORGE F. DYSENTERY, DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0136 DESCENDING COLON WITH NUMEROUS ULCERS IN THE MUCOUS MEMBRANE. THE ULCERS ARE OVAL IN SHAPE AND VARY FROM THE SIZE OF A THREE-CENT PIECE TO THAT OF A QUARTER OF A DOLLAR; THEY ARE DEEPEST IN THE DESCENDING COLON, BUT EVEN IN THE TRANSVERSE MAY PENETRATE. THORNBURG, WILLIAM B. PVT B 095 OH M W FRENCH, GEORGE F. DIARRHEA, DYSENTERY, CIVIL WAR

0153 A PORTION OF THE ILEUM TAKEN JUST AT THE ILEO-COECAL VALVE, SHOWING THE SOLITARY FOLLICLES ENLARGED TO THE SIZE OF PIN HEADS. COON, MILTON PVT F 085 NY M W BOURNONVILLE, A.C. TYPHOID, CIVIL WAR

0155 PORTION OF COLON, GREATLY THICKENED, PRESENTING NUMEROUS FOLLICULAR ULCERS AND PSEUDO-MEMBRANOUS PATCHES. AMES, H.B. PVT G 078 NY M W ALLEN, H. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0176 A PORTION OF THE ILEUM, SHOWING A THICKENED PEYER'S PATCH, IN WHICH ARE several POINTS OF ULCERATION BANCEW, G. PVT G 016 PA M W PAGE, CHARLES CAVALRY TYPHOID, PNEUMONIA, CIVIL WAR

0182 A PORTION OF THE ILEUM, WITH A PEYER'S PATCH WHICH IS MUCH THICKENED AND converted INTO AN IRREGULAR SLOUGH. UNKNOWN ? ? CROSBY, THOMAS TYPHOID

0185 A PORTION OF THE ILEUM SHOWING THREE PEYER'S PATCHES WHICH ARE MUCH THICKENED, THE SURFACE ULCERATED, THE ULCERS PRESENTING HARD, ELEVATED EDGES. UNKNOWN M W BRADLEY, W.A.

0193 A PORTION OF THE ILEUM, SHOWING A PEYER'S PATCH, THICKENED AND ULCERATED; THE SOLITARY FOLLICLES ENLARGED TO THE SIZE OF A SMALL SHOT. UNKNOWN M W PAGY, CHARLES CAVALRY TYPHOID
BRADLEY, W.A. CAMP FEVER, CIVIL WAR

0206  A PORTION OF THE COLON, THICKENED AND PRESENTING NUMEROUS CHARACTERISTIC PUNCHED OUT FOLLICULAR ULCERS; MANY OF THEM HAVE EXTENDED INTO IRREGULAR, JAGGED, BURROWING EXCAVATIONS, SIX TO EIGHT INCHES IN DIAMETER. UNKNOWN RECEIVED WITH NO HISTORY. CIVIL WAR

0223  A PORTION OF THE DESCENDING COLON GREATLY THICKENED, AND COATED WITH A LAYER OF PSEUDOMEMBRANE. BEALS, J.G. PVT F 037 MA M W PAGE, C. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0224  A PORTION OF THE DESCENDING COLON, MUCH THICKENED, COATED WITH PSEUDOMEMBRANE, PRESENTING A NUMBER OF FOLLICULAR ULCERS AND A FEW EXTENSIVE IRREGULAR EXCAVATIONS... BEALS, J.G. PVT F 037 MA M W PAGE, C. CIVIL WAR

0237  A PORTION OF THE ILEUM SHOWING SLIGHT ENLARGEMENT OF THE SOLITARY FOLLICLES. BROWN, JEFFERSON PVT F 007 ME M W LEIDY, J. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0277  A PORTION OF ILEUM SHOWING THICKENING AND ULCERATION OF PEYER'S GLANDS AND A FEW OF THE SOLITARY FOLLICLES. UNKNOWN F ? SHAFHIRT, F.

0279  A PORTION OF THE COLON, THE MUCOUS MEMBRANE OF WHICH IS MUCH THICKENED AND PRESENTS FOLLICULAR ULCERS WITH SMALL PATCHES OF ADHERENT PSEUDOMEMBRANE. WIRTH, FREDRICK G 072 PA M W LEIDY, J. CIVIL WAR


0284  A PORTION OF THE COLON, GREATLY THICKENED, WITH NUMEROUS IRREGULAR AND PROFOUND ULCERATIONS, SOME OF THEM PENETRATING QUITE TO THE PERITONEAL COAT. UNKNOWN M ? WEBSTER, WARREN DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0370  A PORTION OF THE ILEUM PRESENTING THREE LARGE ULCERS OF IRREGULAR OVAL SHAPE, AND ABOUT AN INCH IN DIAMETER, CORRESPONDING IN POSITION TO THE PEYER'S PATCHES. HOGEL, MARTIN PVT B 005 NY M W DEAN, H.M. CALVARY DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0383  PORTION OF ASCENDING COLON, THE MUCOUS MEMBRANE IN BOTH THICKENED, PRESENTING NUMEROUS LARGE EXCAVATING ULCERS, OCCUPING A LARGE PORTIONS OF ITS SURFACE; DETACHED SHREDS OF MUCOUS MEMBRANE COATED WITH LYMPH HANG FROM THE EDGES OF THE ULCERS. COLCORD, EDWARD PVT 002 US M W ALLEN, H. VET. RES. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0387  A PORTION OF THE ILEUM TAKEN JUST AT THE ILEO-COECAL VALVE, SHOWING SOLITARY
FOLLICLE THE SIZE OF PIN HEADS AND A PEYER'S PATCH SCARCELY THICKENED. DOUGHERTY, FRANKLIN PVT D 100 PA M W SWEET, O.P. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0399 A PORTION OF THE ILEUM, FROM JUST ABOVE THE ILEO-COECA VALVE, WITH A PEYER'S PATCH SEVEN INCHES LONG, SOMEWHAT THICKENED, AND PRESENTING TWO OR THREE MINUTE POINTS OF ULCERATION... WIXON, ALONZO PVT A 020 ME M W SWEET, O.P. TYPHOID, CIVIL WAR

0423 A PORTION OF THE DESCENDING COLON PRESENTING PRESENTING LARGE IRREGULAR ULCERS MANY OF WHICH PENETRATE TO THE MUSCULAR COAT, SOME TO THE PERITONEAL. AKLEY, CHARLES W. PVT 007 ME M W SWEET, O.P. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0452 PORTION OF THE ILEUM TAKEN JUST ABOVE THE ILEO-COECA VALVE, PRESENTING ONE LARGE AND SEVERAL SMALL ULCERATIONS... WILLIAMSON, E.J. PVT C 179 NY M W MINER, W.C. CIVIL WAR

0460 A PORTION OF COLON, NEAR SIGMOID FLEXURE, MUCOUS MEMBRANE MUCH THICKENED, WITH IRREGULAR, JAGGED, ERODING ULCERS EXTENDING TO MUSCULAR COAT. RICE, JOHN PVT F 010 VT M W BACON, C. JR. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR


0527 PORTION OF TRANSVERSE COLON, THICKENED; SHREDS OF PSEUDO-MEMBRANE ADHERENT; A NUMBER OF FOLLICULAR ULcers. FULTON, JOHN PVT B 016 PA M W MOSELEY, N.R. CAVALRY DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0565 PORTION OF THE ILEUM TAKEN JUST ABOVE THE ILEO-COECA VALVE, SHOWING A MUCH THICKENED PEYER'S PATCH, AND SOLITARY FOLLICLES ENLARGED TO THE SIZE OF SMALL SHOT. RUSSEL, H. M B MINER, W.C. WOODWARD GLASS NEGATIVE 7580

0601 LOWER PORTION OF ILEUM, ILEO-COECA VALVE AND PART OF COECUM; ILEUM WITH ENLARGED SOLITARY FOLLICLES; COECUM SLIGHTLY THICKENED, WITH EXTREMELY MINUTE FOLLICULAR ULCERS, NOT MUCH LARGER THAN PIN PRICKS. BOYD, ERASTUS PVT G 195 OH M W MINER, W.C. DIARRHEA, TYPHOID, CIVIL WAR

0660 PORTION OF DESCENDING COLON, ON THE MUCOUS SURFACE OF WHICH ARE A NUMBER OF CYSTS THE SIZE OF LARGE PEAS; THE COLON IS SOMEWHAT THICKENED. COLEMAN, THOMAS P. PVT A 019 MS M W NORRIS, W.F. CONFEDERATE WOUNDED AT PETERSBURG, VA., NOV. 5, 1864. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0670 PIECE FROM MIDDLE PORTION OF DUODENUM, PRESENTING A TRUE DIVERTICULUM ABOUT TWO INCHES LONG, COMMUNICATING WITH INTESTINE BY A SMALL CONSTRICTED ORIFICE. FENWICK, JOHN M B BOND, S.S. FREEDMAN'S HOSPITAL CASE
0703  PORTION OF RECTUM, MUCH THICKENED, ULCERATED AND COATED WITH PSEUDO-MEMBRANE, WHICH IN MANY PLACES HANGS IN SHREDS.  BROOKS, WILLIAM  PVT H 002 US M B BONTECOU COLORED DYSENTERY, CIVIL WAR

0820  TRANSVERSE COLON WITH ENLARGED GLANDS ULCERATED AT THEIR APICES.  HAYES, GEORGE  PVT B 012 US M W HANAWALT, G.P.; THOMSON, W. INFANTRY HELIOTYPE.  LOOSE PAGE FROM MSHWR.  TYPHOID, CIVIL WAR

0849  PORTION OF COLON, MUCH THICKENED, WITH JAGGED AND EXTENSIVE ULCERS, AT THE EDGES OF WHICH THE MUCOUS MEMBRANE HANGS IN SHREDS; SOME ADHERENT PSEUDO-MEMBRANE IN THOSE PORTIONS OF MUCOUS MEMBRANE WHICH ARE NOT DESTROYED.  WASHINGTON, GEORGE ? B BENTLEY, E. FREEDMAN'S HOSPITAL CASE DIARRHEA

0920  PORTION OF ILIUM, TAKEN JUST ABOVE ILEO-CAECAL VALVE, THE VILLI HYPERTROPHIED, PINHEAD ELARGEMENT OF SOLITARY FOLLICLES, AND SLIGHT THICKENING OF PEYER'S PATCHES. MCKEWEN, FRANCIS D M W MINER, W.C. RENUMBERED AS PS 8369.  SEE MEDICAL SERIES LOG p18 DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR

0921  PORTION OF ILIUM, TAKEN JUST ABOVE ILEO-CAECAL VALVE, THE VILLI HYPERTROPHIED, PINHEAD ENLARGEMENT OF SOLITARY FOLLICLES AND SLIGHT THICKENING OF PEYER'S PATCHES.  SWEGLER, HENRY D M W MINER, W.C. WOODWARD GLASS NEGATIVE 8370. CIVIL WAR

0995  PORTION OF CAECUM AND ASCENDING COLON, THICKENED, WITH EXTENSIVE ULCERS, PENETRATING IN MANY PLACES TO THE MUSCULAR COAT.  JONES, THOMAS PVT H 008 US M W COUES, ELLIOT INFANTRY SEE MEDICAL SERIES LOGBOOK #2, P. 54-6. CIVIL WAR, DIARRHEA

1060  SEPARATION OF DYSENTERIC SLOUGHS. VON GILDEN, JOSEPH  PVT H 004 US M W HAMMOND, J.F. CAVALRY SEE MSHWR, SURG. II, P. 446-7. DIARRHEA, CIVIL WAR